ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The internal combustion (IC) engine has served as the dominant energy conversion device of automotive applications for decades. Since the petroleum-based fuels for IC engines are limited, efficient consumption is a necessity. Furthermore, ever-stringent fuel economy and emissions regulations also direct research toward improving IC engine efficiency with reduced emissions.
Homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) is a combustion mode that offers a potential 15-20% fuel economy improvement with a significant reduction in NO X (Nitrogen Oxide) and particulate emissions [1] . HCCI combustion has its own limitations. The HCCI combustion is limited at high engine speeds and loads due to the audible knock, and at low speeds and loads due to misfire caused by the lack of sufficient thermal energy to trigger the auto-ignition of the gas-fuel mixture late in the compression stroke [2] . In fact, HCCI can be regarded as a type of engine operating mode rather than a type of engine [3] . In order to take the advantage of the HCCI combustion mode in an internal combustion engine, other combustion modes, such as SI combustion, is needed at high load, at ultra-low load (such as idle), and at certain operational conditions such as cold start and at high engine speed.
The operating principle of the HCCI combustion is that an air-fuel mixture is compressed until it reaches its auto-ignition point to initiate the combustion process. The air-fuel mixture then combusts quickly at a relatively low temperature, resulting in clean and efficient combustion. The reason for the higher efficiency of the HCCI combustion is that it takes advantage of the throttle-less operation and relatively short combustion duration common to compression ignition diesel engines. The low particulate and NO X emissions are a result of the homogeneous charge and relatively low combustion temperature.
While HCCI combustion promises improvements in fuel efficiency and emissions performance, there is a significant hurdle that must be overcome to have the stable operation of the HCCI combustion. The timing of start of combustion (SOC) depends solely on the temperature, pressure, and composition of the air-fuel mixture, as there is no spark or fuel injection event to control the SOC timing [4] . Variables such as temperature, pressure, and composition are primarily determined before intake valve closing (IVC), and therefore precise mixture preparation is necessary for the successful operation of the HCCI combustion.
While there are many ways of controlling the mixture conditions at IVC, one of the more common methods is residual-affected HCCI. These strategies use various valve timing methods to reuse hot exhaust gas [5] . When mixed with the fresh charge, the exhaust gas affects the temperature and composition of the mixture, which can be used to control combustion timing. One of the most popular valve-timing strategies is recompression. Recompression methods close the exhaust valves early to trap exhaust gas in the cylinder [6] . This reduces the heat lost to the environment because the hot gasses do not leave the cylinder. However, a consequence of using recompression is that the mixing between the fresh charge and residual exhaust gas is poor due to the late intake valve opening timing. Mixing plays a significant role in combustion timing and duration-perfectly mixed cylinder contents will behave differently than poorly mixed cylinder contents [7] .
In a previous work [8] , the authors developed a controloriented model that quantified the amount of mixing based on charge inlet velocity for an asynchronous intake valve strategy [9] . This two-zone model was developed to predict how flow velocity would cause the fresh charge to mix with the residual exhaust gas. A schematic of the model is shown in Figure 1 . The model is divided into two zones-a perfectly mixed zone (Region 1) and a pure residual zone (Region 2). Depending on the forces acting on the fictitious divider via the intake flow, exhaust gas will transfer from Region 2 to Region 1. The amount of mass transferred from Region 2 to Region 1 through the intake stroke determines the quality of mixing.
The two-zone mixing model attempts to model the influence of valve motion on mixing between fresh charge and residual in the engine cylinder. A means of validating or calibrating the two-zone model is necessary in order to determine the feasibility of using the model for real-time control. A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) study provides insight into the behavior of the fluids in the cylinder by calculating the fluid motion through numerical techniques. The challenge of using CFD to validate the Two-Zone Model is how to connect the CFD results to the Two-Zone results. In this paper, a method for analyzing the CFD results using a graphical method is detailed and results are presented that show the sizes of the two zones in the CFD method.
In [10] the authors also analyze an asynchronous valve timing strategy using CFD. In an earlier work [11] , they presented a similar study for synchronous valve timings. The four-valve spark-ignition simulation that they use provides a great deal of insight on mixture dynamics, however it does not provide a method that can be used for the design of a controloriented model.
In [12] , the authors simulate motored HCCI engine mixing and compare the results to experimental data. They found fair agreement between simulation and experiment, and looked at the effects of different valve timings within a negative valve overlap scheme. As in [10] , this provides insight and support for a CFD analysis, but lacks a method to connect to a controloriented model.
FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC OF THE TWO-ZONE MODEL

MODEL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY
For this analysis, a 4-valve cylinder was modeled using the CFD software KIVA-4. The bore of the cylinder was 92mm and the stroke 85mm. The grid used is shown in Figure 2 [13] .
The output of the CFD simulations gives the desired variables (pressure, temperature, velocity, etc.) at each grid point in the domain. Since the two zones that we are interested in are residual and mixed zones, the temperature of the fluid is a critical variable to monitor. Since the CFD results are based on the real behavior of the fluids, there are not two clearly defined zones as there is in the Two-Zone Model. Thus, a way to use the temperature data to determine the fluid zones is necessary.
FIGURE 2: CYLINDER MESH USED FOR ANALYSIS
The graphical analysis method discretizes the domain into a finite number of two-dimensional slices. For the results in this paper, 10 slices were used in order to balance accuracy with the time necessary to do the analysis. Shown in Figure 3 is one of the cases that have been discretized into the 10 slices. Each slice is a contour plot of the temperature of the fluid. With an intake temperature of 300K, and a residual temperature of 800K, twenty gradations were used for the coloring of the contours. In Figure 3 , the cylinder is shown at IVC, and all calculations were performed at IVC since this is the point where the Two-Zone Model determines its mixing characteristics.
FIGURE 3: CYLINDER DISCRETIZED INTO 10 SLICES FIGURE 4: ONE SLICE USED FOR ANALYSIS
Each slice can be isolated in order to study the temperatures. Figure 4 shows one slice that has been extracted. By examining these slices, we can distinguish between residual regions (pockets of hotter temperatures) and mixed regions (cooler temperatures). Using the software tool ImageJ64, we are able to calculate the area of the residual region on each slice. In Figure 5 , the slice from Figure 4 is shown as it is used in ImageJ64 to calculate the area of one of the three residual regions.
FIGURE 5: SLICE FROM FIGURE 4 SHOWN WITH AREA CALCULATION BOUNDARY
With the areas of the residual regions for each of the 10 slices, as well as the total area of each slice, we can compute the volume of the residual regions. This is done by assuming that each slice defines the temperature distribution of a volume where the slice forms one face of a rectangular prism, and the depth of the slice is delta. Delta is based on the number of slices used. Using this method, the 10 slices are converted into 10 volumes.
This method introduces discretization error by assuming that the temperature distribution between slices stays constant. This assumption allows for efficient analysis using a finite number of slices. Increasing the number of slices used would reduce this error, but the time required for analysis would also increase.
The total volume of the mixed and residual regions (Regions 1 and 2, respectively) can be computed by adding the corresponding volumes from each slice. These volumes are then converted into percentages to account for image scaling. The result of this method is then the percent of the cylinder that is Regions 1 and 2.
RESULTS
Currently, there are 8 CFD simulations contained in these results. Four simulations were run for synchronous valve timings (IVO at 20, 25, 30, and 35) and four were run for asynchronous valve timings (IVOs at 20/30, 20/35, 20/40, and 25/40). The results of these simulations can be seen in Table 1 .
From the results, there appears to be an improvement in mixing with the asynchronous valve timing over the synchronous valve timing. However, the dependence on the specific timings can be seen most clearly in the asynchronous cases. Here, there is very good mixing (Region 1 at 97.4%) for the IVO 20/35 case, but at other cases the Region 1 percentage drops (but is still higher than the synchronous cases). This indicates that there may be one or more optimal valve timing strategies for mixing. The volumes of each region were also computed using different cut-off temperatures to understand the effect of cut-off temperature on the results. The cut-off temperature is the division between gas in Region 1 and gas in Region 2. The selection of the proper cut-off temperature is critical to analyzing the sizes of each region. For the two-zone model, to reduce the number of isolated pockets within the cylinder, a cut-off temperature above the largest temperature distribution gradient should be picked. In Figure 6 , the size of Region 1 (in percentage) is plotted against various cut-off temperatures. The point where the gradient of the temperature change decreases such that the data crosses a linear trendline (in the case of Figure 6 , near 680K) would be selected for further investigation. Around this point, cut-off temperatures are chosen in smaller increments as shown in Figure 7 . In Figure  7 , cut-off temperatures below 682K or above 683K have a decrease in slope. This inflection point is a good candidate for the cut-off temperature.
A cut-off temperature above this inflection point would not change the results in a significant manner. Selecting a cut-off temperature significantly below this crossing point enlarges Region 2 at a greater rate and would negate the benefits of using a two-zone model. For instance, a cut-off temperature of 640K would cause Region 1 to be at 60.8%. With a value close to 50%, this indicates that the cut-off temperature is approaching the average cylinder temperature. At the average cylinder temperature, a two-zone model may not be appropriate due to the increasing number of physically fragmented zones. In addition to the calculation of the volumes of each region, we can examine the CFD results qualitatively. In Figure 8 , the slices from the IVO 20 synchronous case are shown (in order), and in Figure 9 , the slices from the IVO 20/35 asynchronous case are shown (in order).
In Figure 8 (the synchronous case), there is a large amount of residual concentrated in the last few slices, and a large pocket in the first. Contrasting this with Figure 9 (the asynchronous case), there is a much more distributed residual region in the asynchronous case. The higher temperatures appearing on all the slices with smaller areas show this. This could indicate that the premise behind the asynchronous timing is valid since it seems to mix the residual into the fresh charge more effectively.
EFFECT OF SLICE DIRECTION
Since there are multiple directions that can be used to create the slices, a secondary study was done to compare the effects of choosing a different slice direction. The slices shown previously span the height of the cylinder. This was chosen for ease of visualization. In Figure 10 , a series of slices are shown where each slice spans the bore of the cylinder.
These slices were taken from the IVO 35 synchronous case. Each slice was analyzed in the same way as the other cases, and result was that Region 1 was 83.5% and Region 2 was 16.5%. In comparison, the other direction gave a Region 1 at 84.2% and Region 2 at 15.8%. While not exactly equal, the values are very similar, and they indicate that the direction in which the slices are created is not a critical variable. The discrepancy could be reduced further by using more slices, however, this would, once again, be more computationally intensive. 
FUTURE WORK
Since the charge mixture conditions at IVC are critical for the HCCI combustion, the future work is to integrate this charge mixing model with the hybrid HCCI combustion model, described in [14] , to accurately model the hybrid HCCI combustion process using a multi-zone approach. The output of the Two-Zone mixing model will be sent to the hybrid combustion model, while the output of the combustion model becomes the input to the mixing model for next cycle. The CFD analysis method serves as one way to validate and calibrate the Two-Zone mixing model, while future work is to further develop the model with experimental data.
FIGURE 10: ALTERNATE DIRECTION FOR SLICES
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a method for discretizing, extracting, and analyzing the results of CFD simulation for developing control oriented mixing models was presented. The need to connect a numerical simulation with a control-oriented model of in-cylinder mixing led to the development of this analysis method. In the analysis, contour plots of temperature were discretized into slices. Each slice was analyzed graphically. The graphical analysis categorized regions of the temperature plots into mixed or residual regions, and the percentage of each region was reported as the output. Comparing this graphical method to the control-oriented mixing model demonstrated that there was correlation between the results, however it also demonstrated that there are more complex processes that were not fully captured by the model. In the future, this CFD analysis will be integrated with the two-zone model as well as a combustion model [14] . The CFD and control-oriented models will then be used together with the experimental work from an optical engine to further develop and calibrate the models.
